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Vegetable oils are industrially epoxidized usually with peracetic acid formed in situ from acetic acid and hydrogen peroxide. Process optimization requires a reliable mathematical model which comprises kinetic, mass transfer and thermodynamic parameters, such as partition coefficient of acetic acid between an oil and water phase, KA. For predication of KA at different temperatures and for different compositions of reaction mixture, molar volumes of system`s phases should be correlated with temperature and composition. Many correlations for the calculation of molar volume i.e. density of pure compounds and mixtures may be found in a literature. Since the vegetable oils are complex mixtures of various triglycerides whose chemical composition is dependent on many factors, their proprieties necessary for application of molar volume/density correlations, such as critical parameters, are unknown. Therefore, in this work the values of correlation parameters and critical parameters of olive oil were determined by fitting the experimental value of densities (42 points) with 10 known correlations. Olive oil is represented as a single pseudo-component. Marquardt algorithm was applied for fitting. Measurements of densities of acetic acid, olive oil and their binary mixtures were done in the temperature range of 20 to 80oC and for five mixture compositions that correspond to the component ratio in an industrial epoxidation process. The correlation that best fits experimental data, with an average relative error of 0.008%, was found to be Campbell-Thodos [1]. For olive oil with molecular mass of 878.2 kg/kmol, the values of critical temperature, critical pressure, critical volume and acentric factor are determined as 1573.47 K, 500.00 kPa, 2.9601 m3/kmol and 0.597, respectively. 
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